Committee on Transportation, Highways and Public Works

Will meet at: 10:00 A.M. Date: June 7, 2004

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 196 SMILEY

TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to install a red light at the intersection of Louisiana Highway 42 and Louisiana Highway 16 in the village of Port Vincent

HCR 198 ST GERMAIN

TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Urges and requests the Dept. of Transportation and Development to install traffic control signals at certain intersections in Assumption Parish

HCR 214 BEARD

TRANSPORTATION DEPT: Urges and requests the Department of Transportation and Development to study and consider new technology when designing highways

HCR 229 M STRAIN

HIGHWAYS: Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to perform a traffic study at an intersection in Covington, Louisiana

HCR 237 DOWNS (TBA)

MTR VEHICLE/OFFICE: Requests the office of motor vehicles and BESE to include in driver education courses rules of the road regarding the need for slower traffic to keep right (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HCR 243 DURAND (TBA)

HIGHWAYS/INTERSTATE: Urges and requests the Department of Transportation and Development to consider changes in qualifications for specific information logo signs (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 381 E GUILLODY

MTR VEHICLE/COMPULS INS: Reduces certain reinstatement fees for violations of the compulsory motor vehicle liability security provisions

HB 433 TOWNSEND

PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION: Provides for the reacquisition of expropriated property upon failure to begin construction

HB 581 SHEPHERD

MTR VEHICLE/MOTORCYCLES: Provides relative to purchase and operation of certain motor driven cycles

HB 866 QUEZAIRE

MOTOR VEHICLES: Provides relative to stop lamps and turn signals on motor vehicles

SCR 3 THEUNISSEN

AIRCRAFT/AVIATION: Continues the Governor's Aviation Advisory Commission.

SCR 20 NEVERS

CONGRESS: Memorializes Congress to fund the development of a hurricane evacuation route from New Orleans north to the Mississippi state line and I-55.
SCR 23 CAIN  TRAFFIC: Requests DPS&C to inform the public of the law requiring slower moving traffic to drive in the right-hand lane on multilane highways and requests enforcement of the law.

SCR 27 MCPHERSON  TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT: Requests DOTD to study increasing the speed limits on certain two-lane roads.

SCR 34 ULLO  ROADS/HIGHWAYS: Requests DOTD and the governor to expedite the proposed widening of the Huey P. Long Bridge.

SCR 37 M SMITH  TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT: Requests DOTD to provide for procedures and training of department employees to assist in accident investigation and reconstruction of incidents concerning road operating environment.

SCR 42 M SMITH  TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT: Requests DOTD to use treated wood posts to support roadside signage and to investigate how the department may use more wood products in the maintenance and construction on state highways.

SCR 77 C ROMERO  WATER/WATERWAYS: Requests DOTD to place the Acadiana to the Gulf of Mexico Access Channel project in the port priority program to expedite construction.

SCR 123 M SMITH  TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT: Requests DOTD to study the impacts of the weight of vehicles which haul La. products in excess of the standard limitations set forth by law on roads and highways in the state.

SB 852 CHAISON  MOTOR VEHICLES: Provides for establishment of a driver violation point system for young drivers; driver's license suspension for certain offenses; and the implementation and maintenance of a DWI electronic database.

______________________________________________
ROY QUEZAIRe, JR.
Chairman